
Read Along to...Tommy C Hann 🌟 

Enjoy Reading Along to the Brilliant Tom’s Storytime Videos or Audio using the text for each 

book. Choose from a variety of Read Along options such as ‘Read Along’, ‘SRS’ or ‘Audio Book’. 

Let your Creative Juices run wild and use them in the classroom however works best for you. 

 

Look into your imagination and find... 

 

Tommy C Hann 

 

Who you may ask is this Tommy C Hann, 

Well I'll tell you I will, well I'll tell ya I can, 

You see Tommy C Hann is a fine young explorer, 

And he searched the high seas in a boat called Restorer. 

 

By ten the young Tommy had found Bluebeard’s chest, 

And by twelve he was known as the best in the west, 

By fourteen young Tommy had become world renowned, 

And by sixteen was worshiped in town after town. 



 

And all the folks say: 

 

‘Tommy C Hann is a man with a plan 

And if anyone can then it's Tommy C Hann.’ 

 

We begin this adventure, a curious tale, 

A quest for young Tommy that caused many to fail, 

On the shores of a beach where the stormy waves broke, 

Washed a map cased in glass showing old Jack Sting’s cloak, 

 

But what is this cloak, why so special and grand, 

Well I’ll tell you I will, well I’ll tell ya I can, 

For Old Jack Sting’s cloak was thought to be magic, 

And it’s said that the cloak could rid towns of things tragic, 

And lost it had been, for five centuries long, 

Explorers gave up all believing it gone. 



 

And folks on the hearing they sang out this song: 

'Tommy C Hann is a man with a plan, 

And if anyone can then it's Tommy C Hann.' 

 

Though the map was in tatters, still the journey began, 

On a land far from home in which Tommy C scanned, 

And he scanned and he searched and he found a dark cave, 

In the depths was a man who’d been caught and enslaved, 

And Tommy C Hann with his wit, brave and true, 

Broke the man from his chains and then gathered his crew. 

 

And the free-man said: 

‘Thank you, oh thank you, you wonderful man, 

Tommy C Hann you’re a man with a plan 

And if anyone can then it's you, Tommy C Hann.’ 

 



Now the next stop t’was far on the island of Reyno, 

A rock of pure fire at its heart a Volcano, 

And Tommy alone made his way to the top, 

But trapped on a ledge with a perilous drop, 

Was the crew of a ship as the whole mountain rumbled, 

And Tommy he saved them just as their perch crumbled. 

 

And they cheered with their beards: 

‘Tommy C Hann is a man with a plan 

And if anyone can then it's Tommy C Hann.’ 

 

For months Tommy travelled and for months Tommy thought, 

If the legend was real or a lie that he sought, 

But he searched through the oceans and through port after port, 

The result all the same he would end up with naught. 

 

Then at Pool Party Bay folks were filled with despair, 



And it all became clear, as things dived from the air, 

T’was great giant bats taking jewels using fear, 

So when next they came and when they drew near, 

Young Tommy used traps with his nets and some honey, 

And he caught the large beasts who returned all the money. 

 

And the people of Pool Party Bay sang: 

‘Tommy C Hann is a man with a plan, 

And if anyone can then it's Tommy C Hann.’ 

 

And many years later he saved a man’s life,  

Who got lost in the woods looking out for his wife, 

And Tommy C Hann did his usual thing, 

Of saving the man and his wife and her ring. 

 

And the man and his wife said: 

‘Tommy C Hann is a man with a plan, 



And if anyone can then it's Tommy C Hann.’ 

 

But the seasons they turned and young Tommy grew old, 

His quest for the cloak had now taken its toll, 

For his crew had all gone as the money ran dry, 

And his ship, his last thing, sat all broken and wry. 

 

And nobody sang his song anymore: 

‘Tommy C Hann is a man with a plan, 

And if anyone can then it's Tommy C Hann.’ 

 

Tommy stood on the pier, his head dropping rejected. 

And he thought of his quest and the things he’d neglected, 

Like his village at home who’d been plagued with disease, 

And the ones who had suffered, then he fell to his knees. 

 

And as he looked out, a tear ran down his face, 



Then voices crept on him, his heart started to race, 

He turned to see something, he just could not believe, 

All the people he’d saved, all the ones he’d relieved, 

And for the first time in years a smile grew to his ears, 

And new tears then emerged that dispelled all his fears. 

 

‘Why are you here?’ asked old Tommy surprised. 

‘We heard of your task and the one thing you prize.’ 

And a man then stepped forward, t’was the man from the cave, 

For you saved me old Tommy I’m a builder by trade, 

Your ship I will mend and then nearer you’ll be, 

To set sail for the cloak and to set your heart free, 

‘I’m a map maker sir, you saved me and my wife, 

And to show you my thanks, to your map I’ll bring life.' 

'And we are the people of Pool Party Bay, 

All food and supplies is the price we shall pay.' 

'As a group of old sailors we’re a bunch of explorers, 



So we’ll be your new crew and we’ll wake up, ‘Restorer,’' 

 

And they sang once more: 

'Tommy C Hann is a man with a plan 

And if anyone can then it's Tommy C Hann.' 

 

 

So they put into practice all the things they had said, 

Tommy followed the map to the seas dark and red, 

And fully immersed in the depths under boat, 

The lost island of Jack and submerged was the cloak, 

So old Tommy dived down and then with his last breath, 

He found Old Jack’s Cloak in a box titled Beth, 

But the water then took him, the cloak broke from his hand, 

To the surface it rose, goodbye Tommy C Hann.  

 

   



And the cloak saved his village and now they’re all free, 

A great statue they built and beneath it you’ll see: 

 

'Tommy C Hann was a man with a plan 

And the plan saved our life. Thank you Tommy C Hann.' 


